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Tariff Delays.
Legislative mills in this country grind

slowly, whether they grind "exceeding

fine” or not. When President Hoover
called Congress into special session
April 15 last, he gave It two major

tasks, farm relief and tariff revision.
The first is out of the way—though it

was delayed for weeks and weeks be-
yond Its expected time. But the tariff
Is with us still. Indeed, In some quar-

ters there Is fear it may still be before

Congress when that body meets In
regular session next December. The

hill Is not now to be reported to the

Senate from the finance committee

until just in time to begin general

debate September 4. This is after

Labor day. How long the Senate will

wish to discuss the measure no one
knows. But In the past, three months

has been about the length of time for

the consideration of a tariff bill. Then

the measure has to go to conference to

have the differences between the two

Houses Ironed out.
In preparation for tariff revision

legislation the House ways and means
committee began work back In Jan-
uary holding hearings. The House
finally put through the bill in June
and sent it to the Senate. That body,
however, had with great propriety

waited until the House had disposed

of the measure before it turned a hand
In the matter. Suggestions that the
Senate finance committee begin its
hearings weeks before, so as to expedite

consideration of the measure, were
turned down. Nothing like that had
ever before been done. The House
might have been offended. It Is aston-
ishing how seriously the Senate takes
some of these things. Weeks of time
might have been saved if the Senate
committee had tackled the problem of
tariff revision early In the special
session.

To the country it may well appear
that the Congress Is derelict In Its
duties If it cannot dispose of a tariff
revision bill within seven and one-half
months. Particularly when a study

of this measure was begun back In
January by the House committee. The
business of the country—not to men-
tion the farmers for whom the tariff
revision Is understood to have been
designed particularly—may become res-
tive under such conditions.

The Republican leadership of the
Senate, headed by Senator Watson of
Indiana, promises to get the bill
through before the regular session
opens in December. It should. The
Democrats, through their leaders, in-
sist there will be no attempt on the
part of the minority members of the
Senate to filibuster the bill and thus
prevent final action on It In the re-
mainder of the special session of Con-
gress. But the rule of unlimited de-
bate in the Senate hangs over all leg-
islation. No one can tell with cer-
tainty how long any debate will run.
Efforts were made before the congres-
sional recess began last June 19 to
reach an agreement for a date on
which to take a vote In the Senate on
the passage of the tariff bill. But they
were vain. It became known that cer-
tain of the Progressive Republican Sen-
ators would not agree to any such plan.
They wanted to see the bill brought out
by the finance committee and shaped
by the Senate Itself before they would
agree to a time limit. There was the
hidden threat that if they did not ap-
prove the bill they might be willingto
hold up action on it Indefinitely.

President Hoover recommended In
his message to Congress at the begin-
ning of the special session a "limited
revision’' of the tariff. The limits,
however, have been almost as wide as
the whole tariff range. This has been
one of the causes of the long-drawn-
out fight.

If the tariff bill is not disposed of in
the special session and goes over to
the regular session It may become in-
volved with the consideration of other
legislation, including the regular ap-
propriation bills for the Government.
Furthermore, it Is likely to be carried
over into the congressional campaign.
This does not please many of the Re-
publicans, who wish to see the bill out
of the way and the country adjusting
itself to the new rates before that
campaign Is well under way. For failure
to deal with this Important measure
in a reasonable time will give to the
Republican party a reputation for ln-
competency which it will not relish.

It is hinted that Germany may at-
tempt a conciliatory arrangement with
France. A large campaign of popular
education may be necessary to make
guch an idea practically effectual.

Domestic Delations Clinics.
The recommendation of the Chil-

dren’s Bureau that domestic relations
clinics be aet up in American com-
munities is In line with progressive
thought on social problems.

These clinics would be staffed by

physicians, sociologists, psychiatrists
and psychologists competent, because of
special training In intricate fields, to
get at the roots of family difficulties.
They would deal with problems which,

with all due respect, courts hardly are
competent to handle.

Domestic difficulties, it Is likely,
eventually will be adjusted in the light

fit underlying causes ,flfcher than the

I‘overt manifest" Mor>». Pol- that matter,

this may be the eventual disposition of
all undesirable behavior.

The family is the molecular unit of
society, as the individual is the atomic
unit. There seems to be increasing evi-
dence that this unit Is becoming un-
stable, with disastrous Implications for
the structure which has been built upon
it. Under the nervous stresses and
strains of civilization the bonds are
loosening. The home, according to some
statisticians, Is brealSng up at an un-
precedented rate, tfd the result is a
disorganized socleproductive of un-
social behavior. Children are neglected
or pampered to extreme degrees, they

fall to receive proper moral discipline
and they mature only to add to the dis-
organization of the structure Itself.

All sorts of organizations have wor-
ried over this situation and pondered
means to restore the force of such of
the old taboos as still are desirable. The
subject is obscure and full of contra-
dictions. But it seems obviously outside
the scope of the courts as they now are
constituted. Juvenile courts and do-

mestic relations courts as established
by various municipalities have been
steps In the right direction—but they

have functioned most effectively only as
they ceased to be courts and become
clinics. From the very nature of these
institutions psychology, psychiatry and
sociology—the fundamental sciences of
human behavior —had at least an equal

status with law. And as they have pro-
gressed the balance has been upset more
and more.

The problem Is to get at the roots
rather than the branches of behavior In
these fundamental units of society. The
solution is in the central nervous sys-
tem, rather than the statutes.

The Children’s Bureau Is concerned
primarily with domestic relations as
they affect children. Children are the
innocent victims of the lncompatabllltles

of adults and for their sake especially

it is essential that, so far as possible,

these lncompatabllltles be adjusted,

rather than their end results punished.
Adjustment is the function of the tech-
nical clinic.

Germany’s Ten Years.
Germany has Just celebrated the

tenth anniversary of the republic as
exemplified by the proclamation of the
constitution at Weimar in August, 1919.
It is a striking coincidence that the
commemoration occurs at a moment
when German achievements, in a va-
riety of directions, are challenging the
world’s attention to a degree unparal-

leled at any period during the Inter-
vening decade. The Reich enters upon
its new decennial of republican ex-
istence not only as a full-fledged mem-
ber of the family of nations, but one
which has rewon Its spurs, after a dis-
astrous defeat In war, with a rapidity
and completeness almost without com-
pare in history. Though the world
was inclined at first to shudder when
Field Marshal Von Hindenburg as-
sumed the presidency, fearing that it
meant the restitution of the military
spirit in Berlin, Germany has mag-
nificently demonstrated the unjustifi-
ability of such anxieties. She has
dedicated herself intensively to the arts

: of peace under the aegis of the Weimar
; constitution and the Hindenburg presi-

; dency. Today Germans are making
- themselves mighty in trade and com-

merce and in science and invention,

i The World War devastated them as a
military power. Hourly proof Is forth-
coming that it signally failed to anni-
hilate their skill and strength in the
fields where Mars Is not supreme.

Run down merely the list of things

which have riveted our attention on
German accomplishments In recent
times. From the loins of German ship-
wrights springs the Bremen, queen of
the seas. To German aeronautical
genius mother earth pays unstinted
tribute as the great dirigible Graf Zep-
pelin prepares to embark upon the

second leg of her globe-girdling cruise,

after two triumphant crossings of the

Atlantic at lightning speed.

Shackled by the Versailles treaty as
to the extent to.which she may re-
construct a navy, German warship

builders proceed to design a cruiser—-
within the limits of the Reich rights—-

said to be the equal In fighting effect-

iveness of two of the finest types of
cruiser now building for either the
American or British navy.

Does one crave an example of Ger-
many's "come-back” In yet another
domain—a domain possibly less im-
pressive than the Industrial or the
scientific, yet one by no means insig-

nificant? It can be found in the fact

that a sturdy son of the Fatherland,

22-year-old Max Schmellng, Is today

acclaimed by no less an authority than
our own Mr. Grantland Rice as the
outstanding claimant to the world’s
heavyweight boxing championship. Be-
fore the war the idea of a German
John L. Sullivan would have made the
whole cauliflower industry snort with

derision. Now a Prussian lad, about to
do battle In America, Is held the like-
liest next wearer of the crown that
Dempsey lost and Tunney renounced.

Who shall venture to predict, with a
ten-year post-war record of this caliber,
what the Germany of 1939, or 1959,

will be like? It Is safe to foreshadow a
Reich that will be marching exceed-
ingly close to the head, If not actually

at the front, of the International pro-
cession. If their maiden decade of re-
publicanism is an augury of the years

! to follow, the Germans* progress
toward world leadership can arouse In
the rest of mankind nothing but emo-

, tlons of admiration. It would be well
’ If those feelings are tinctured with a

healthy realization that unless the rest
of us are up on our toes, we may awake
to find ourselves hopelessly outdis-
tanced by the country Palm rston once

’ called "that damned land of piofessors.”
l ...I i «o» .

Independence Day would be more safe
! and sane If its celebration could be so
-dated as to call In the Perseid meteors
for a display more wonderful than pyro-
technics of human Invention.

Lo, the Poor Indian!
Senator Burton K. Wheeler of Mon-

: tana, a member of the Senate Indian
affairs committee which has been In-
vestigating the conditions of the Amer-
ican Indian on the reservations aet
aside by the Government, paints a

i black picture of the situation. It re-
flects no credit on the Government.
And Senator Wheeler, In the final

analysis of the situation, attributes

most of the abuses to politics and the
Influence of politicians. Almost at the

, same time, Mrs. Mabel Walker Wille-

i brandt, former Assistant Attorney Oen-

, eral to chant of pnaoettUtn of etses

of dry law violation, la charging that
politics and politicians are responsible
In large part for the bootleggers and
the large supplies of rum obtainable In
this country since prohibition came In.

Senator Wheeler's description of the
conditions existing on the Indian
reservations follows a personal Inquiry
and actual visit to the reservations. He
does not bring second-hand informa-
tion. The Government, apparently,
has been woefully lacking In Its care
of the "wards of the Nation,” who,
by treaty years ago, placed themselves
and their property In the hands of the
"Great White Father.” The Montana
Senator calls attention to the fact that
225,000 Indians are today under the
control of the Indian Bureau of the In-
terior Department.

"Almost without exception,” stys

Senator Wheeler, “we found that 25
per cent of the Indians were affected
with tuberculosis. On one reservation
we were told that 50 per cent of them
were affected.”

Tuberculosis Is only one of the dis-
eases which have attacked them. And
the hospital conditions and care of the
Indians who are 111, he says, are half
a century behind the times. The offi-
cials of the Indian Bureau, he says,
admit the conditions, but say they have
appealed to Congress for aid in vain.
"No funds” has been the answer. It Is
Senator Wheeler’s contention that had
the funds and resources which belong to
the Indian tribes themselves been used
efficiently conditions could have been
vastly Improved for them.

Not only has Uncle Sam failed in his
duty to his Indian wards, In proper
care for their health, but, according to
Senator Wheeler, he has been grossly
negligent in his efforts to train the
Indians to be farmers or mechanics, to
educate them and make them capable
of living lives more useful to them-
selves and to their communities. He
charges, too, that for 70 years the Gov-
ernment has been handling the moneys
of ths Indians but has never given the
Indians any accounting. And last, but
not least, be insists that the Indians
In some instances have been brutally
treated by the agents.

Senator Wheeler lays the fault at
the feet of the politicians, who, he says,
have influence with members of the
Senate and House. It Is because of the
politicians that Incompetent, or worse,
Indian agents and employes of the
bureau In the field have not been
eliminated. In the end, the charge
cornea home to members of Congress

themselves. "The Indian," he says,
has paid political debts for, 10, these
many years!”

The Investigation of the situation
with regard to the Indians, now being
conducted, should, If pushed through
adequately and backed up with facts
and recommendations, have Its In-
fluence with Congress and the Execu-
tive and bring about much needed re-
forms. The days when Indians were
a menace to this Government and to
isolated white communities In the West
have long since passed, even If that
were once a poor excuse for the treat-
ment which has been accorded to the
Indian. It is time that Uncle Sam
should give that care to his Indian
wards which humanity and present-day

civilization demand, adding even extra
measure for past negligence.

Some action may be expected when
Col. Lindbergh looks his formal ma-
hogany desk over and decides to "give
It the gun.”

Dirigible passenger rates at least give
a stowaway credit for trying to put
into practice the motto of thrift, "A
penny saved Is a penny earned.’*

A Congressman calls on the Presi-
dent and then looks wise and leaves
his constituents to Imagine the best.

Many an article in newspaper print
would be more impressive If not accom-
panied by a picture of the author.

SHOOTING STARS.

BY PHILANDER JOHNSON.

Ballad of Buttons.
The winner of a beauty prize

Is very fair to see.
I scarcely can believe my eyea

That tell me this 1s she
Whom, past the yean that have gone by

In Time's relentless track,
I struggled, with a humble sigh.

To button up the back.

The hooks and eyes have vanished
quite.

The pins are out of data.
She Is a vision of delight

8o fair to contemplate!
Suspenders, collars, still enfurl

My weary frame, alack!
While I behold that former girl

I buttoned up the back!

Buck Fever.
"Did you ever experience *buck

fever'?”
"Often,” answered Senator Sorghum.
"In the northern woods?”
"No. Right here in Congress, when

It made me nervous to ‘pass the buck’
with reference to some delicate ques-
tion of legislation.”

Jud Tunklns says he can't get up
much Interest to looking down on the
earth from an airplane. All cornfields
and cross roads look alike to him.

Barred From Glory.
The katydid a timely rhythm brings,

Better than that of many a star who
sings;

And Art's injustice moves me still to
sob—

Gattl-cazzasi can't give Kate a Job I

Beal Success.
"Have you recently made money In

the stock exchange?”
"No," answered Mr. Dustin Stax.
"Then you have not been successful.”
"I feel entirely successful. I have

managed by avoiding risk to hold on to
the money I had previously made."

"We hope,” said HI Ho, the sage of
Chinatown, "that youth will learn wis-
dom by the experience of others. And

‘ yet nations have been unable to profit
| by carefully written history.”

Bereavement.

k Life calls for courage, as our way we
keep

When Fate bids us complain.

1 1 We keep on smiling, even as we weep

1 And strive to start again.

: I "Tell de truth,” said Uncle Eben,

• I "but don’t be too big buttin' to when
> de truth don’t bMpen to be non o’ yoh

I fcMtesft" -'25
Sft -

THIS AND THAT
BY CHARLES E. TRACEWELL.

Dr. Emmett W. Price of the United
States Department of Agriculture, In
a recent article written for the Veteri-
nary Alumni Quarterly, says that dogs
and cats are attacked by more species
of parasites than most animals.

These favorite household pets, Dr.
Price declares, have been reported as
hosts for about 475 species of para-
sites, some of which affect both and
some only one of the animals.

It Is an alarming picture which the
scientist draws, but one which will
scarcely Induce lovers of dogs and cats
to give up their favorite animals.

It should, however, cause all owners
of dogs and cats to exercise every
legitimate precaution in handling and
caring for their pets.

“Aside from the high mortality In
dogs due to parasitic infestation,” Dr.
Price says, "there are other points which
should not be minimized. Some of the
species which occur In dogs may also
Infest man, either In their adult or
larval stages, such Infestations fre-
quently proving fatal.’’

Dr. Price states that several varieties
of fleas are known to be carriers of
bubonic plague, and that one of the
tapeworms of man passes one stage
of its life cycle In dogs. Fleas are also
believed to be carriers of infantile Kala-
azar, a tropical protozoon disease. The
dog also Is Infested by a lung fluke,
which may be Identical with the species
causing fatal illness In man.

The present-day practice of shipping
dogs from one part of the country to
another for shows or for competition
in field trials affords an excellent op-
portunity for the spread of canine
parasites. Dr. Price adds. For some of
the parasitic infestations of dogs and
cats, veterinary science has developed
effective remedies. For many, how-
ever, no remedy is known which willkill
the parasite without killing the host
as well.

*** *

These observations by a man who has
made a careful. study of such things
should give a pause to the average dog
or cat owner.

The lover of pets will not kill his
animal to get at the pest in him, for
the remedy would be worse than the
disease, but at least he may take a
bit of care for himself.

At this season of the year, when the
so-called “dog and cat" flea is at its
worst, every home owner of cat or dog
should take every possible precaution to
rid both pet and house of the insects.

Through some strange freak of
human nature, the fleas are regarded as

! a laughing matter, but any one who is
, sensitive to their bites knows that they

constitute a very serious Summer
i problem.

Perhaps the tendency of the average
t person to laugh when told about flea

bites by another Is an Inheritance of
1 our European ancestors. Over tjwre

i the human flea Is the human flea, as
such, but over here that type of flea

' does not exist.
The so-called European "human flea”

is replaced In this country by the "dog
i and cat flea,” a distinct variety,
> identical on both animals, and one

’ which not only may, but does, Infest
human beings.

1 You will sometimes hear one of these
¦ all-knowing persons, who exists in

. every stratum of society, loudly declar-
ing that "fleas will not leave a dog for
a human being.”

! Fleas not only will and do leave dogs
> and cats to make their home on hu-

. man beings, but sometimes they seem
’ to display a particular perversity In do-

’ lng It.

Invariably they will select a human
being who is susceptible to their bites,
and upon whom they raise burning,
Itching spots. It seems that every
family has at least one such member,
and when he or she is bitten the mat-
ter becomes a Joke to the other mem-
bers, who do not so suffer.

*** *

Hid dogs and cate of fleas, and keep
them free of them; this is the first
rule In the care of household pets.

Often this requires real persistence
on the part of some patient member of
the family, who Is willingto work hard
to get rid of the flea.

If the insects once get in the house,
a regular battle may have to be waged
before man Is victorious In this sector
of the eternal warfare against the in-
sect world.

The entire house may have to be
sprayed, not once but many times, at
Intervals of a week, In order to kill the
successive generations of fleas as they

emerge from the eggs, which are so
minute that they cannot ordinarily b:
seen.

In this warfare science has provided
some very effective insecticides, which
may be used as liquid spray or powder.
The spray should never be put on
animals. In some Instances the powder,
generally made of pyrethrum, may be
rubbed on the animal, but as a rule
It Is safe to rely on washing with a
good flea soap made for the purpose.

The animal should be washed often
enough to keep down the fleas. Care
should be taken to keep lather out of
ears, eyes, nose and mouth, partic-
ularly the ears. Fleas should be picked
off as the lather stuns them, and
plunged Into a bowl of water, where
they should be allowed to remain for
at least 24 hours, as they will revive
short of that time. Fleas are tough.

*** *

Those who stroke animals, especially
the cat, should invariably wash their
hands after every such petting party.

No matter how clean you think your
dog or cat is, there Is no sense In tak-
ing chances with Its fur. Both animals
lick themselves and both may or may

not be Infested with some parasite.
There Is no telling.

Children in particular should be
taught to wash their hands after play-
ing with animals. The old-time belief
that cats helped spread diphtheria and
other diseases no longer prevails to the
extent that it once did. The real
danger lies in the direction pointed out
by Dr. Price.

Two main lines of action may be sug-

gested: All dishes used by pet animals
and all their bedding should be kept
up-to-the-minute In cleanliness. In
addition, the entire home. If they have
the run of It, must be kept Immaculate-
ly clean.

In no wav can the modern vacuum
cleaner work more for good than in
keeping rugs, etc., free from hair shed
by pet animals and In ridding the home
generally of possible parasites wnlch
cling to such sheddings.

Many a family which realizes the
danger In feeding pete at table while
dining nevertheless Indulges in the

firactice. It should be discontinued,

t would be best, at least theoretically,
If pet animals were kept out of kitchen
and dining room entirely. Yet who
that loves Tom or Towser can do it?
If a real pet hygiene Is practiced, how-
ever, maybe Tabby may be permitted
to still enjoy her bowl of cream be-
neath the kitchen sink.

Textile Difficulties of Britain
Blamed on Obsolete Methods

i The causes and consequences of the
. British textile strike are widely dis-

cussed by the press ort this side of the
* Atlantic, with appreciation of the effect

upon American trade and a rather gen-
erally expressed feeling that failure of

, the Industry to keep pace with modern
' conditions is largely responsible for the

1 trouble.
“The British textile industry is re-

sorting to the old and suicidal policy
of cutting wages to boost profits," says
the Houston Chronicle. “That could
never be done to any advantage; it can’t

i be done at all in this day of modern
Industry.” According to the New Or-
leans Times-Picayune, “When Labor
goes on the rampage to secure higher

’ pay, the event may be spectacular and
have a lot of whoopee behind it, but
rarely is there then met the same de-
termination and bitterness that exist
when, after having accustomed them-
selves and their families to the higher
wage scale, workers face the necessity
of cutting down to a lower standard
of living.”

An explanation of the cut proposed
by the mill owners is given by the
Muskegon Chronicle: “Half a million
textile workers are out on strike in
Great Britain against a proposed re-
duction of their pay from the equivalent
of $ll.OB weekly for men and $7.20 for
women to $9.48 for men and $6.48 for
women. That is an almost sickening

statement,” exclaims this paper, as it
characterizes the cut as a drop from a
"starvation wage” to a “substarvation
level,” and says, "Almost we had sup-
posed such penury as that for workers
had been left behind a century ago in
all but semi-civilized lands.”

Citing the London Express as its
authority, the Des Moines Tribune-
Capital points to "declarations by an un-
named textile authority to the effect
that the whole cotton industry In
England is obsolete in its organization,
its method and its equipment,” and
says, in comment upon this statement,
"Since that charge has not only been
made but pretty well proven in the case
of our New England textile mills, it will

seem fairly plausible with reference to
the English.”

*** *

Elaborating on this phase of the situ-
ation, the Kansas City Star notes that
"more and more cotton is being spun

' near the field where it is picked. Ex-
cept for the existence of the mills and
a supply of skilled operatives,” the Star
continues, “there is little reason for
hauling cotton to Lancashire to have
it manufactured. Moreover, the cotton
industry in England has failed to keep

1 pace with its foreign competitors,

i particularly in matters of organization.
For one thing there are too many small
independent establishments and this is
the day of quantity production.”

That the workers are alive to this
situation is emphasized by the Hamll-

i ton, Ontario, Spectator, in its eldtorial
remarks. "The trades union leaders
Insist that the employers, in demand-

' ing a lower wage standard before such
reorganization has been undertaken,

are putting the cart before the horse,

says the Canadian daily. "They go so
far as to say that acceptance of the
proposed reduction would be to post-

-1 pone the day of salvation for the in-
dustry, by making it posable for the
obsolete methods to continue—which

i would be merely deferring the in-
evitable.”

.
.

~

1 That England will not be the only
» loser if the strike continues is recognized

in many quarters. Says the Manchester
Union, "It is apparent that the stagna-

, tion of the British cotton market will
be keenly felt by the American cotton¦ growers, and that it is likely to more

1 than offset the advantage gained by our
! textile mills.” The IndlanapoUa News
' warns: "How extensive the situation s

ramifications are is indicated by the
fact that four-fifths of Lancashire s
output is Intended for export. Thus

, British apprehension over the closing
' of the plants for even a brief period is

understandable.” The St. Louis Times
declares, “Aside from the merits of this
particular contention, some one in
England is making a tremendous mis-
take.”,

**a *

Political aspects of the tie-up are not
1 The Salt Lake Deseret News
l finds It “something of an anomaly that

so soon after the smashing electoral

victory won by Labor a few weeks since,
and almost before the Labor ministry
has got comfortably established In the
seats of power, one of the greatest In-
dustrial crises in the nation's history,
a strike in Lancashire’s great cotton in-
dustry, should have occurred.” The
Asheville Times thinks that “if Prime
Minister MacDonald and Miss Bond-
field, Minister of Labor, can effectively
intervene for the ending of the strike
and the rehabilitation of the industry, it
will be a great send-off for the Labor
government.”

The Chicago Daily News makes it
clear that "the Labor government is not
responsible for the strike or for the con-
dition which caused the wage dispute,”
since "notice of the reduction was posted
weeks before the general election by
which the Labor government returned
to power.”

In the opinion of the Ottawa Journal,
the strike is “a most unfortunate prob-
lem to face a government new to office
—and especially a Labor government,”
that paper explaining Its thought that
“it may be difficult for a Labor ministry
to maintain the impartial attitude of
arbitrator and conciliator in a great
strike—but such must be its aim if it
is not to lose ground with other ele-
ments of Britain.”

. .

The Illinois State Journal thinks the
“government is in the same position of
helplessness it would occupy If its head
were a Conservative or a Liberal.”

Commenting on the statement by
Miss Margaret Bondlleld, new Minister
of Labor, that she has "temporarily
given up attempts to handle the situa-
tion.” the Lansing State Journal re-

marks that "it is apparent that there
are some situations which no one can
handle, no matter how good their
theories or disposition.”

Asks Watering Troughs
Protected for Horses

To the editor of The Star:

It is a common idea that horses have
been relieved through the introduction

of the automobile, but many horses

have been sold into worse conditions

to give place to the automobile, and
there are still many left tolling for the
community under very wretched con-
ditions. Whenever I go out, I always
see a number of miserable horses, and I
carry with me pamphlets to appeal to
drivers for improved treatment for the
patient toilers.

Some drivers have complained to me
that on streets where there are many
automobiles it is generally impossible
for the horses to get a drink of water
from the watering troughs that were
put up for them, as automobiles are
all around. Some drivers have also
complained about gasoline cans for the
automobiles being cleaned in the water,
thus making it unfit for horses to
drink.

I have appealed to the Humane
Society and have asked drivers to send
In complaints; but the easiest way to
abolish this evil would be If such who
have automobiles would not forget
about the pangs of thirst for tolling
horses and would therefore not park
automobiles so close to the watering
troughs that horses cannot come near
them, and would also abstain from
cleaning gasoline cans therein.

It Is to be hoped that this humble
request made by one whose life has
been devoted to the protection of
animals may be heeded alike for the
sake of the helpless toilers wronged in
countless ways and for the sake of
progress in the cause of humanity.

MARIE GUNDERSEN.

Hard to Identify.
From the Jaekion Citlsen Patriot.

The trouble with playing the stock
market is you can never tell whether a
bull is a bull or just a bear In sheep’s
clothing.

Loafing Crews.
From the Toledo Blade.

Sometimes It Is necessary, to aceem-
i modate all the men who desire to watch
i the constaettre work on a new build*.

, lag, that *Bey loaf In relays.

NEW BOOKS
AT RANDOM

I. G. M.

CHINA, MOTHER OF GARDENS.
Ernest H. Wilson, M. A., V. M. H.
The Stratford Co.

For Washington the earliest herald
of Spring is the yellow bloom, forsythia.
While February even is still deep in
the Winter business of weaving gray
clouds from which, according to mood
or temper, it sifts out snow, rain or
sleet, or releases shivery winds to
sweep the streets and set bare tree
branches to rasping contentions among
themselves—even then, here and there
in the city parks may be seen scattered
advance couriers of the new season of
warmth and greenery.

"Don't you mind February,’’ these
valiant yellow jackets are saying. "Feb-
ruary is the biggest bluffer of the whole
12. No, take it from us. Spring is

really at hand, Just below Richmond."
Surely enough. In a week, two weeks,
the parks and certain south-fronting
terraces have become spiked battalions
of pure gold, diffusing a deeper sun-
light, suffusing all roundabout in an
Indescribable glamour. The forsythia
is in bloom!

“You know I assume," said the man,
"that the forsythia is not a native of
this city, nor of the United States
even. No, it Is a Chinese immigrant,
naturalized to be sure and meeting all
the dues of full citizenship, but an
alien, nevertheless, in blood and habit.”
No, I didn't know. Interesting, I
thought. And the man went on to
say that the magnolia, also, that close
rival of the forsythia for Spring honors
in this locality, came from the far land
of rice and tea, of temples and buddhas
and mandarins. "This Is a Chinese
tree"—we were standing in Franklin
Park at the moment. Easy to believe,
too, for the lone Paulownla carries an
alien air, an away-from-home implica-
tion. Its leaves, fallen and brown, look
like the ears of the baby elephant, its
mauve panicles of bloom hint of strange
skies and far soils. "Since you are in-
terested, I have a book for you," said
the man. And he went on his way.

Here it is, "China. Mother of Gar-
dens," written by “Chinese Wilson" as
they called him in affection over there,
where he spent more than 10 years
hunting the plant life of Western China.
Scientist, biologist, botanist, therefore.
He is much besides, however. The book
makes that clear. Had it held but the
flora of China, treated in the manner of
the scientific expert, then this volume
would have belonged exclusively to the
savant in that field, to the student of
special bent, to the dim comers of cer-
tain embalmed libraries. It is, un-
deniably, a book of such high mission.
But it is also your book and mine. For
behind the scientist here Is a man. He
is moreover, a full-blooded adventurer.
He is in love with the wild country,
bound to pursue it, bent on winning it
—and he does. He wins it for us. Just
average readers lusting for far places,
for more of the wonders of the world.
A wild country. No suave gesture went
into its making. Rather, .enraged
giants hurled these mountains up
against the sky, leaving below every
manner of tortured earth—sheer depths,
black chasms, awful precipices, bursting
streams—a terrifying country, this
Chinese Hupeh land with which Ernest
Wilson came to so many strange ac-
countings. History walks beside him,
or climbs, or delves, or hunts, as the
moment demands. The Marco Polos,
the Portugese navigators, the Dutch
traders, these and others step in to play
their parts at this point and that one.
And just the common folks gather
round in all their dally ways of making
shift with food and shelter as they move
on, and out. One sees the actual life
of these far Hupeh people, how they
make faint contacts with Eastern China,
where the mad streams have widened
to great rivers of placider mood, ac-
commodating travel, where the tom sur-
face has smoothed to rice tillage, where
trade is reaching out to distant places.
As we read here we turn, many times,
to the pictures of this book, surpassing
pictures without which even the plain-
speaking of the author, without which
his dramatic descriptions even, would be
less effective than they so clearly are.
And all the time we are deeply im-
pressed with the fact, and urged to
further pursuit, by learning how much
we really do owe this gardening mother,
China. Our roses, many of them, our
peonies, chrysanthemums, azaleas, prim-
roses, peaches, oranges, lemons, grape-
fruits, all come orginally from the giv-
ing hand of this bountiful "Mother of
Gardens."

A fascinating and useful book whose
author has written other books. "Plant
Hunting." "Aristocrats of the Garden,"
"America’s Greatest Garden.” The last
of these is the story of Arnold Arbore-
tum in Boston, of which Ernest Wilson
is in charge. Now just a word for the
book itself —a personality of a book, an
achievement in art applied to the special
craft of book-making. To say that the
book, as a thing made, as a piece of
craftsmanship, is in perfect harmony

1 with the theme and its treatment is. I
I think, all that can be aald about it—-
except that to own the whole, the con-
tent and its housing, would make one
book-rich indeed!

** * *

THE WITCHERY OF WASPS. Edward

G. Reinhard. The Century Co.
"Wasps" and "witchery” seem hardly

to consort easily—unless, perhaps, in
the old Salem implication. However,
there is a story that has grown from
intimate association between a man and
this seemingly lowly form of animal
creation. We recall that Henri Fabre
spent his life in the companionship of
one or another friend of the insect
world. We recall that such friendship
became the medium of deep revelation
on the one hand and of finely poetic
literature on the other. One needs to
go but a little way in the observation
of animals—any animal, the cat, the
dog, the pigeon, the sparrow, or any

other creature, commonly called "a
lower animal”—to discover that within
their range of need they seem to dis-
play a knowledge of ways and means
comparable to those made use of by
man himself. Such in the main is this
author’s attitude before the "solitary

wasp" which here serves as example of
the curious Intelligences and powers
possessed in such large measure by all
creation—even by plant life as well as
by animal life.

It appears here that wasps, like the
rest of us, are "social” on the one hand,

"solitary” on the other. It is with the
latter that Mr. Reinhard set up the
long fellowship from which this clearly

charming wasp story came to pass. The
common fields are Mr. Reinhard's hunt-
ing ground. Then suddenly, under the
urge Os drama, fields become a stage
across which the actors move in some
tremendous effort to climax action
with success and triumph. And how
much like us they do behave!

And why should they not behave like
us, since about the same quality of
problem besets us all? There are only
two fundamental elements in life—for
man, insect, tree, whatnot—food and
self-perpetuation. But one, really, since
the first of these is a part of the second.
It is around such a center that the
world has been buUt, the man world,
the Insect world. It is from an attitude
like this that Mr. Reinhard evolves a
true story, scientific in content and, at
the same time a tale of romance and
adventure. Here the solitary wasp is
seen at home, tending to the business
of getting food, taking care of the
young, looking out for any menace to
the family integrity. In the spare
moments of such ardors the wasp, like
the rest of us, has developed a philoso-
phy. a mode of life based upon certain
facte, called basic and potential. Ac-
cording to this philosophy he appears
to try to'regulate his life. When it
fails him, or he falls it, then come
troubles, disagreements, family and
other wise, out of which emerge defeat
or victory. Here are moments of clear
romance and moments of work-a-day
prose, dull, dull! Here are great wasps
—wise in lore, stupid in conducts Here
are hordes of poor relations, hangers-on
literally, and here the summary treat-
ment of these at the hands (?) of over-
done benefactors. Well, here is a story

as lvmm ft* tbs* of John Smith an 4
. .* >,

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
BY FREDERIC J. HASKIS.

This newspaper puts at your disposal
a corps of trained researchers in Wash-
ington, who will answer questions for
you. They have access to the Govern-
ment departments, the libraries, mu-
seums, galleries and public buildings
and to the numerous associations which
maintain headquarters In the Nation's
Capital. If they can be of assistance
to you, write your question plainly and
send with 2 cents In coin or stamps to
The Evening Star Information Bureau,
Frederic J. Haskin, director, Washing-
ton, D. C. >

Q. Who holds the speed record for
speed boats?—C. W. F.

A. On March 25. 1929, Gar Wood
shattered the salt and fresh water rec-
ords by covering the mile course at
Miami, Fla., with his Miss America at
the rate of 93.123 miles an hour.

Q. Which member of the Federal
Farm Board represents the wheat In-
dustry?—S. D. W.

A. Representing the wheat industry
will be the special responsibility of Sam-
uel R. McKelvie, former Governor of
Nebraska and owner of the Nebraska
Fanner.

Q. How many "hot dogs" are eaten
annually?—E. M.

A. In 1928, according to the National
Standowners’ Association, 62,000.000
frankfurters were eaten In the United
States.

Q. How tall is William Muldoon, what
does he weigh, and what is the name
of his training place?—D. N.

A. William Muldoon Is 5 feet 11 inches
tall and weighs 196 pounds. His farm i
and training quarters is called the
Olympia.

Q. Who first used the expression
"ship of state”?—C. H.

A. It was first used by Machiavelll in
his political treatise, “The Prince.” It j
was used by Longfellow in his "Building
of the Ship.”

Q. Is Fort McHenry of "Star Spangled
Banner” lame open to visitors? —

T. A. T.
A. The old fort Is still standing and

is open to the public. Many of the
fortifications remain and the drives and
walks are lined with cannon bails of
that siege. Two memorials to Francis
Scott Key have been erected on the
grounds, one overlooking the river and
the other at the entrance. It is to be
a national park, and the work of beau-
tifying the grounds has already begun.

Q. What States furnish free text books
to school children! —H. S. R.

A. Nineteen States furnish text books
to school children. They are as fol-
lows: Arizona, California, Delaware.
District of Columbia (elementary schools
only), Maine. Maryland, Massachusetts,
Montana, Nebraska, Vermont (elemen-
tary schools only), Wyoming, Nevada,
New Hampshire. New Jersey, Utah
(elementary), Texas, Oklahoma. Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island and South Da-
kota. .

Q. What causes the double tdes at
Christ Church, Hampshire, and Poole,
Dorsetshire, both in England?—T. J.

A. The main tidal undulation as It
approaches the British Isles from the
Atlantic divides into three main streams,
one of which passes up the English
Channel. This tidal wave reaches
Southhampton water between the main-
land and the Isle of Wight, first byway
of the Solent and then some hours later
byway of Spithead, hence there are
double tides at all the towns fronting
on this particular strip of water.

Q. What State ranked first in the
production of coal for 1928?—A. T. H.

A. Pennsylvania ranked first in an-
thracite and .second in bituminous, West
Virginia leading in this field.

Q. Os what material are the flat disk
phonograph records made? —H. W. A.

A. The flat disk record in general
use was devised by the late Emile Ber-
liner. The base of the composition is
shellac, which is also the base of seal-
ing wax.

Q. Who built the Escorial?—W. T.
A. A short distance from Madrid, this

temple was built by Philip II in memory
of the martyr, St. Lawrence, who met
his death on this spot. Here many of
the Spanish Kihgs are buried.

Q. How many people live in Hawaii?
—A. C.

A. The population of the Territory of
Hawaii was estimated in 1928 at 348.000,
about one-third of which is in Hono-
lulu. Nearly two-thirds of the popula-
tion is partly of Oriental descent.
Pure Hawaiians number about 22,000.
Every one born in Hawaii is automatic-
ally an American.

Q. Shouldn't Denver have been In-
cluded in your list of cities having
municipally owmed parks lying outside

! the bounaries of the municipalities?—
W. R. E.

A. Denver should have been included.
There are 10.988 acres of land in the
mountain parks owned and lyingoutside
the boundaries of Denver. They are
connected by 112 miles of improved
highways.

Q. Who discovered the carbon-tetra-
chloride treatment for hookworm disease
for human beings—S. W. A.

A. It was introduced by Dr. Mauriee
C. Hall of the Department of Agri-
culture in 1921. Dr. Hall discovered
its value as a drug for the removal of
hookworms in dogs, and then found
that it could be applied to human beings
with satisfactory results. It is a great
contribution to tropical medicine.

Q. Can the speed of an airplane be
controlled? —L. E. F.

A. The speed is regulated by the sup-
ply of gas.

Q. What Is the name given to a
fear of open spaces? Os confined
places?—T. W. K.

A. Agoraphobia is the fear of open
spaces, especially public squares. Clau-
strophobia is the fear of closed places.

BACKGROUND OF EVENTS
BY PAIL V. COLLiyS.

With Russia training her school boys t
and girls in military drills, and urging
them to offset the Boy Scout movement
of civilization, and with Great Britain I
under its new Labor government (with

Socialistic trend) upsetting the peace
of Europe by refusing to accept the
Young plan for the division of the spoils
of war, termed reparations payments
from Germany, there does not seem to
be any immediate need of overpacifistic .
lethargy. There is unrest in Europe, and
also in Africa and Asia, which may
become serious at any moment.

** * *

In Asia, the crisis between China and
Russia over the seizure of the Chinese
Eastern Railway across Manchuria, out
of the hands of Russian management,
is still in a touchy state, though im- ;
mediate hostilities are at least delayed.

Incidentally, and apart from the
Chinese imbroglio over the railroad,

there comes the astounding news that
Russia is still holding in actual slavery

in Siberia more than 10.000 Hungarian

prisoners of the World War. and com-

pelling them to work in state mines of

Siberia, and refusing them the privilege
of communicating with their relatives

or with the government of Hungary.

Escaped prisoners have reported the

situation, but the Hungarian

ment is bankrupt and unable to insist
upon Justice to its enslaved nation-
als, or to provide for their repatria-

tion. So the tragedy of human slavery

following the World War seems to hold
no hope of deliverance, unless the
League of Nations can exercise some
poJer— a hopeless dependence, since

Russia is not a member of the

i and there appears no W W"*"*
nressure to bear upon her, she is ai

ready an outlaw, defying civilization.
Ten thousand slaves, whose
attributable to their would-be defense

of their native country! And civiliza

tion powerless
++ +

What is behind the stubborn attitude
of isolated Great Britain to breaking

the approche of Europe in the Young

plan of handling the reparatlons oi
r.prmanv? It appears incredible that

for the small percentage of change in

the apportionment of the annual coiiec

tions from Germany— reducing Eng

land’s share half a per cent and in
creasing the share of France one-and-a-
half per cent —with all the five other

nations aside from England agreeing

to the plan. Why does England count
{he small readjustment to be.of suffi-

cient importance to sacrifice the peace

and co-operation of Europe rather tha
accept it? No plausible explanation has
been given for the change, to be sure,

but its smallness suggests that it may

have come through adopting some gen-

eral principle as a basis for the read-
justment, and that nobody foresaw what

a mountain would be made out of the

-SSL not alter the final total that
any country will receive, and there is

reason for giving France the malor
portion of early payments since she

suffered most destruction and needs the

earliest means of rebuilding.
+* * *

What is behind the British gesture

toward voluntary withdrawal from
Egypt—again? Didn’t we hear, some
flveyears ago. that England was going

to
*

give back her independence to
Egypt? And without any reconquest

now she is again going to give Egypt
absolute independence— again, or yet.'

How came Great Britain to gam
sovereignty in Egypt? She gives as her
reason that she must protect her Suez
Canal. But the Suez Canal was built
bv

V a Frenchman, Ferdinand De
Lesseps, across a bit of Egyptian terri-
tory and now neither France nor
Egypt owns it, and Great Britain makes
its possession a cause for seizing all
power in Egypt.

**? *

At the time of the building of the
canal (1854-63), Egypt, a province of
Turkey, was governed by a Khedive,
Said, under authority of the Sultan of
Turkey. Said gave the right to De
Lesseps to build the canal, but he was
succeeded in 1863 by his nephew,
Ismail, who was very progressive and
extravagant. In order to provide funds
for his patriotic schemes, Khedive
Ismail sold the controlling stock In the
canal to the British, and so the man-
agement of the canal fell into joint

control of French and English. Ismail
was deposed for his reckless, though

his family, and yet, withal, a story
completely reliable in its daily ac-
countings of the wasp and his family.
Any one who has come into any sort of
close association with the creatures
roundabout is prepared to accept the
truth of this matter—and it is a most
significant truth—and to praise joy-
ously and in sincerity the beauty of this

, taft of the wup.

well-meaning, extravagance, and later
the national patriots rebelled against
the foreign control, and under Ismail's
successor. Khedive Tewfik, they rebelled
against the English and French in 1882,
the natives being Jed by Arabi Pasha.
He was wholly defeated by the Eng-
lish under Sir Garnet Wolseley. and
another outbreak later was met by Eng-
lish forces under Gen. Charles George
Gordon (Chinese Gordon), who was

killed.
All this led to the British establishing

themselves firmly in control under the
guise of protecting their Interests In
the Suex Canal. The English bar-
gained with the French for the latter's
withdrawal (1904) and giving England
a free hand, in consideration of Great
Britain’s giving France a free hand in
Morocco.

** ? *

When the World War broke out,
Khedive Abbas II plotted to throw off
the British yoke, and, in connivance
with Turkey, he sided with the Ger-
man-Turkish plot, with the result that
Great Britain put an end to Turkish
suzerainty and proclaimed Egypt a
British protectorate. That was before
the treaty of Versailles, and apart from
the peace pact, ending the World War.

The Peace Conference of the Allies,
in arranging terms of settlement of
the World War, refused to receive a
delegation of Egyptian Nationals, and
another outbreak for independence
was suppressed by British forces.

A British commission, headed by
Lord Milner, in 1921, recommended
that Egypt be recognized as independ-
ent. with certain reservations per-
mitting Great Britain full control of
the canal, and over Egypt's foreign
relations, the protection of minorities
and full control of the Sudan. This
purported "protection” of Egypt against
foreign aggression, also protection of
foreign investments in Egypt, but It
was to give home rule in all domestic
affairs, under King Fuad. All connec-
tion with Turkey had been severed as
a result of the World War. This
settlement was signed by King Fuad
and Great Britain in 1923.

Again nationalism became rampant,
in disputes regarding the Sudan, and
the Nationalists gained the majority
in Parliament. An outbreak resulted
in 1924, against both the British and
the government under King Fuad, who
was charged with being subservient
to the British. In that outbreak both
the commanding generals, heading the
British and loyal Egyptian armies,
were assassinated.

The killing of the British MaJ. Gen.
Sir Lee O. F. Stack, led to a demand
from Great Britain that Egypt wholly
withdrew from the Sudan, and with
suitable punishment for all disturbers
of the peace against British rule and
the payment of £500,000 penalty ($2-
500,000). This ultimatum led to the
downfall of the Nationalist premier,
Zaglul Pasha, who refused to accept
it, but his successor immediately ac-
cepted in full.

So, for the last four years, there
has been quiet in Egypt, but, two or
three years ago, it was announced
with a flourish that Great Britain was
turning back independence to the
Egyptians—except as to the canal’s
defense, etc. Now again we hear the
same assurance that imperial rule over
Egypt was to be relinquished—with the
reservation above outlined.

*** *

Two or three months ago, due to the
victory of the Labor party in England,
a new cabinet was formed in London,
with Arthur Henderson as foreign sec-
retary, and almost the first step he took
was to bring about a recall or resigna-
tion of Lord Lloyd as British high com-
missioner over Egypt. This cleared the
way to a new deal as to British rela-
tions with Egypt, which is what Secre-
tary Henderson really intends. He will
have the support of the Liberals, and
it is reported that even the Conserva-
tives will accept the arrangement with-
out opposition, recognizing that their
obstacles would be futile.

It Is reported that the same reserva-
tions hitherto made will appear In the
new treaty—the full protection of the
Suez Canal by the British, also of the
Sudan and all communications through
Egypt to the Sudan, also British pro-
tection of Egypt's foreign relations.

Os course, the importance of Brit-
ish control over the canal highway to
India is beyond dispute. Just what
other considerations are embodied in
the arrangement will not be made pub-
lic until the matter is fully agreed to. >
The hope of the right wing of the
British Conservatives that the Egyptian
Nationalists will reject the British terms
is said to be absolutely vain. The Na-
tionalists want full Independence, but
will not hesitate to retire from the canal
and foreign relations for the sake of
freedom in home rule,
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